LIGHTWEIGHT, FOLDING WHEELCHAIRS
Hire = (£15*) £18 per week
Or (£7.50) £9 per day
DRIVE ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT WHEELCHAIRS
TRANSIT = (£345*) £414.00
SELF PROPELLED = (£355*) £426.00
Ultra lightweight aluminium frame, fully folding.
17” or 20” seat width options
Models available as transit or self propelling
Handy pocket with tools on back
Adjustable height footrests
Desk style armrests
Puncture proof wheels
Easily fits in the back of a car
Weighs 12kg / 26lbs.
18 stone user weight limit
Quick release wheels on self propelling model. Attendant brakes only on transit models
ENIGMA XS ALUMINIUM WHEELCHAIRS (£350*) £420.00
Lightweight aluminium frame
18” (blue frame) or 20” (red frame) seat width options
Deep comfort, fully tension adjustable back
Comes with deluxe removable seat and back cushions
Handy pocket with tools on back
Flip up, desk style armrests, perfect for side transfers
Adjustable height footrests with heel straps
Puncture proof wheels. Easily fits in the back of a car
Height adjustable anti-tip wheels
Adjustable rear wheel position.
Weighs 14.5kg/32lbs in carry format.
User weight limit 18 stone/115kg
Zone 1 (up to 20 miles): Delivery & collection charge = (*20.00) £24.00
Zone 2 (20-40 miles): Delivery & collection charge = (*30.00) £36.00
*This item is eligible for *VAT relief* if you suffer a chronic medical condition.
Try before you buy:
If, after the first 2 weeks’ hire, you wish to purchase the item, we will deduct the 2
weeks hire & collection charge from the purchase price.
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LIGHTWEIGHT, FOLDING WHEELCHAIRS
Hire = (£15*) £18 per week
Or (£7.50) £9 per day
PHANTOM WHEELCHAIR (£355*) £426.00
Push button angle/height adjustable arms
Full length padded armrests
19” seat width with seat belt
Lightweight aluminium
Height adjustable footrests with heel straps
Available in attendant or self propelled option
Quick release wheels on self propelled model
Fits in the back of a car
Two tone padded upholstery
Total weight only 13.8kg/31lbs
Maximum user weight 135kg / 21 stone
Quick release wheels on self propelling model.
Attendant brakes only on transit models
KARMA ERGO LITE 2 WHEELCHAIRS
TRANSIT = (£425*) £510.00
SELF PROPELLED = (£500*) £600.00
Ultralight aluminium
16” or 18” seat width options
S-Ergo ergonomic seating shape
Two tone padded upholstery
Permanently bonded antimicrobial barrier
Desk length padded armrests
Quick release wheels on self propelled model
Weight with 20” wheels removed 6.7kg/15lbs
Total weight only 9.2kg/20lbs
Maximum user weight 100kg/15st10lbs
Attendant brakes on all models
Zone 1 (up to 20 miles): Delivery & collection charge = (*20.00) £24.00
Zone 2 (20-40 miles): Delivery & collection charge = (*30.00) £36.00
*This item is eligible for *VAT relief* if you suffer a chronic medical condition.
Try before you buy:
If, after the first 2 weeks’ hire, you wish to purchase the item, we will deduct the 2
weeks hire & collection charge from the purchase price.
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